
 בס"ד

Tazria 5776- “255” 

 

 In this week’s parsha Hashem teaches the 

Bnai Yisrael about the Metzora - a person 

punished with specific types of discolorations on 

his body/hair or clothing that render him/her 

tamai-spiritually unclean. Even though Rav 

Yochanon (Airchin 16a) tells us that any one of 

several spiritual flaws can bring about this 

affliction, nevertheless, most people consider the 

avairah of Lashon Hora- slander and gossip-

mongering- as the main culprit for Tzara’as. 

Indeed, the two people we find in the Torah 

afflicted with Tzara’as, Moshe & Miriam, were 

punished as such for the Lashon Hora that they 

had uttered. Moshe against Bnai Yisrael (see 

Rashi to Shmos, 4:6), and Miriam against Moshe (Bamidbar, Chapter 12).   

 It is interesting to note that the Torah makes no specific mention of how one gets rid of 

Tzara’as. Yes, the Torah tells us that the afflicted individual must leave the camp of Bnai Yisrael 

and sit in solitude a la Robinson Crusoe (see Rav Zalman Sorotzkin’s magnificent commentary 

Aznayim LeTorah in his parenthetic comment to Vayikra, 14:36), but that is really part of the 

punishment, not the remedy. Chazal (Airchin 15b), however, do give some valuable pointers for 

recovery. Rav Chama the son of Rav Chanina (using wording of different pesukim to prove his 

point) advises that if he is a learned person he should busy himself with learning Torah. Learning 

Torah is of course a remedy to many a spiritual malaise, but its effectiveness for removing Tzara’as 

is easy to understand. As I once heard in the name of the Maharal, Hashem gave man the power 

of speech. It is our choice what we do with that power. We can rise spiritually by applying our 

speech for Torah learning (and other areas of kedusha), or we can disappoint Hashem and ourselves 

by using those powers for nefarious speech such as Lashon Hora. This is why the Mishna (Pai’ah, 

1:1) tells us "Talmud Torah keneged kulam” -” Learning Torah is equal to all [other Mitzvos]” and 

the Yerushalmi when describing Lashon Hora (ibid) uses the exact same expression “Lashon 

Horah keneged kulam” - Bad speech is equal to all (the cardinal sins)”. Because they are two 

different sides of the same coin, the gift of speech, and the potency of each is equal to the other. 

Therefore, when a person afflicted with Tzara’as wants to show Hashem that he is ready to repent, 

he will do so by using his mouth and its abilities, but this time purely (pun intended) in the pursuit 

of learning Torah. 

 Though “Lashon Hora” (which means “Bad Tongue”) is the most popular way to describe 

the talking of slander, there are other expressions used.  Rav Yochanon tells us (in the name of 

Rebbi Yosi Ben Zimra) that when King Dovid talks about Lashon Hora he refers to it as “Lashon 

remiyah” -” Tongue of Deceit” (Tehillim, 120:3). The Gematria of remiyah ה(-י-מ-)ר  is 255. If the 

mouth has the power to produce the numerical value of 255 in Lashon Hora, then it must have the 

exact same ability in the world of learning Torah. This can be found in the word rinah -song. It ר(-
ה(-נ , too, has the numerical value of 255. Torah is a song and learning Torah is the mother of all 

ballads, a true rinah and a true counterforce to the words of Deceit that exist out there.  



We know that this Galus came upon us due to Sinas Chinam- Baseless hatred. The Chafetz 

Chaim (preface to Shemiras Halashon) tells us that Lashon Horah is categorized as baseless 

hatred. To merit an end to this Galus we must counter Lashon Horah and match its numeric 

intensity of impurity (255) with holiness, and the learned ones amongst us will do so through the 

pursuit of rinah-Torah.  

 This may very well be what King Dovid is hinting to when he says (Tehillim, 126:1-2) 

“...Beshuv Hashem es shivas Tziyon...az......ool’shonaynu rinah.” -’When Hashem will return the 

captives of Tziyon….., then......our tongues will be with song”. We became captives because of 

Lashon remiyah. The tikkun to the end of this 2000 years of captivity is to rehabilitate our mouths 

through Torah and make our tongues into lashon rinah. 

 As we approach the Yom Tov of Pesach we will sing this chapter of Shir Hama’alos at the 

end of each of the many meals. Why is this chapter chosen? Perhaps because a meal eaten with a 

large crowd is a real minefield when it comes to speech. We are subtly reminding ourselves that 

when it comes to the 255 of each meal the ball is in our court, remiyah or rinah. 

 May we all merit this Pesach to hear “Kol rinah Viyeshua be”ahalai tzaddikim “ -The 

sounds of rinah and [consequently] salvation in the tents of the righteous. 
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